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Former U.S. Intelligence operator donates collection

NEWS:

//
; We're the only

New GVSU iPod/Droid
shopping app

By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

place in the
world that has
the combination
of presidential
material and
espionage
material under
one roof — the
only place in the
world/7
-Gleaves Whitney
Director of the
Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies

Grand Valley State University’s special
collections library is home to more than
35j000 books, and earlier this November,
Don Markel, 80, who worked 34 years for
the U.S. Intelligence Department,donated
500 books from his collection to GVSU’s
Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies.
“The collection spans a number of
espionage topics all of the way back to
Queen Elizabeth,” said Gleaves Whitney,
director of the Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies.“So it starts in the 16th
century and goes all of the way to recently
released intelligence reports. There’s a lot
on World War II. Ralph Hauenstein was
very involved in decoding the German
secrets in World War II.”
Although Markle was not available for
comment from his home in Gettysburg,
Penn., Whitney said he and Colonel Ralph

INSIDE

Courtesy Photo / mlive.com
In the spirit of education: Don Markle, a contributer to GVSU's Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies, discusses a book he donated to GVSU. Markle donated about 500 books to the center.

Hauenstein met about 10 years ago when
camaraderie started blooming between
the two former spies.
“Don Markle realized how important
Ralph Hauenstein was in the espionage

efforts because of his role in World War
II,” he said. “So he had the good idea
to write a story, basically, about Ralph
See Collection, A2
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Soccer bids
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Liberal Arts still living
strong in 21st century
By Molly Waite and
Jake Moerdyke
J_______ GVL Staff _

When the economy is in
a slump, students fresh out of
college with new degrees often
struggle to find work in their
area of study. The competitive
job market leads many students
to be more realistic in their stud
ies and take courses in computer
science, medicine, mathematics
or chemistry rather than that re
ally interesting theatre class.
However, the students at
Grand Valley State University
have defied the norm and seek
degrees in the humanities in
increasing numbers. They find
value in what many other uni
versity students will not study.
Gary Stark, associate dean
of the GVSU College of Lib
eral Arts and Sciences, said
the study of the humanities has
seen steady growth in the past
five years.
“The humanities are not
only holding steady, but are
actually quite healthy,” Stark
said. “Oftentimes, students
are exposed to the humanities
when taking general education
courses. Many students find an
interest that they never knew
they had before.”
Reports by GVSU Insti
tutional Analysis show the
number of graduate students
enrolled in the college of liberal
arts and sciences has increased
from 71 in 2005 to more than
100 in the 2009-10 academic
year.

Unlike
the parents
of some art
or creative
writing
students.
Stark said
he is not
worried
about the
students STARK
having
limited career opportunities.
“Many people don’t think
the humanities are preparing
students for their future careers,
but the humanities position
people quite well to enter a va
riety of professions,” Stark said.
“The skills that the liberal arts
teach are skills that employ
ers truly want in this type of
economy.”
Stark said in particular,
employers look for commu
nication skills in speech and
writing, critical thinking and
multicultural awareness - all
well-developed skills students
of the liberal arts learn.
Overall, Stark reflected the
sentiment of Robin Williams'
character, John Keating, in the
1989 film, “Dead Poets Soci
ety.”
“If you look at what the
humanities do, they manage
to teach us basic things about
ourselves,” said Stark. “They
study things that help people
make sense of their life, the
world around them, through
art, through music, through
philosophy. They help us live a
better life.”
mwaite @ hmthom com

THE END

GVL / Rachel Dwyer
The first step: J. Ortiz-Estevez (right) tells students about opportunities that they can have if they choose to
study abroad. Some study abroad options are actually cheaper than studying on campus.

Study abroad popularity
on the rise at Grand Valley
By Molly Waite
GVL Senior Reporter

Amid a global finan
cial crisis, rising fuel
costs and the depreciating
U.S. dollar, it comes as no
surprise that there was a
decline in the number of
American students study
ing abroad in the 2008-09
academic year.
According to the Insti
tute of International Edu
cation, a total of 260,327
students participated in
overseas study for aca
demic credit, a 0.8-per
cent decline from the pre
vious year.

Many colleges and
universities struggle to
encourage students to go
abroad, but despite the
hard economic times,
Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Padnos Inter
national Center reported
the number of GVSU
students studying abroad
is the highest it has been
since 2001.
The
most
obvious
factor in the decision to
study abroad is the econ
omy, said Mark Schaub,
executive director of the
PIC. Students have found
studying abroad can be an

GVSU's Fall 2010 com-'
mencement ceremony will
begin at 10 a.m. Saturday at
the VanAndel Arena in Grand
Rapids. Tickets are available at
the 20/20 desk in the Kirkhof
Center or at the University
Bookstore in the DeVos Cen
ter. Students can request up
to six extra tickets. Graduates
should arrive an hour before
the ceremony, and friends
and family are recommended
to be there at least half and
hour before.
The keynot speaker at
the December 2010 com
mencement will be Arend D.
Lubbers.

Cheaper than....

Commencement usually
last 1 1/2 to 2 hours. Audi
ence members are welcome
to take photos from their
seats.
More information about
the ceremony can be found
at www.gvsu.edu/commencement.

COMMENCEMENT EDITION

See Study abroad, A2
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By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

MCLOGAN

A $969 million package of
building construction - with up
to $22.5 million of that lump sum
allotted to Grand Valley State
University - sits on the desk in
the Michigan Governor’s office
waiting to be signed into operation
while the Democrats who backed

it wait patiently in tow.
“Among its provisions is au
thorization for a new laboratory/
classroom/faculty office building
for the Allendale campus,” said
Vice President of University Rela
tions Matt McLogan.
Although the package cruised
through the GOP-run Senate, the
legislation struggled in the House
late last week when it reached

heavy Republican opposition who
argued the irresponsibility of the
spending in the face of the esti
mated $1.5 billion budget deficit
for the 2012 fiscal year.
“We need to be careful with
how we approve these projects
- there’s no question about that,”
said Senator Wayne Kuipers (RHolland).
Kuipers backed the capital
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outlay, which allots money for
construction to GVSU as well as
Grand Rapids Community Col
lege and Ferris State University’s
Grand Rapids campus.
“When you look at the actual
Bill, there are several projects that
are in line to receive state support
with costs ranging from $15 mil-
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Hauenstein’s life.”
The book, co-authored
by Hauenstein and Markle,
is called “Intelligence Was
My Line.” The relationship
between Markle and Hauen
stein may have prompted the
donation, Gleaves said. Ad
ditional factors may have in
cluded a strong link between
the new material and the ex
isting Bergers Presidential
collection the Hauenstein
center hosts.
“There is an organic re
lationship between having
books written by presidents
and the operations they ul
timately direct for national
intelligence ” Gleaves said.
“It’s a wonderful resource to
have. We’re the only place in
the world that has the combi
nation of presidential mate
rial and espionage material
under one roof - the only
place in the world.”
Both Gleaves and Robert
Beasecker, director of Spe
cial Collections at GVSU,
agree the addition of Markle’s collection will add a
mark of distinction to the
university’s name - research
ers from Harvard and other
noted organizations have al

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Study abroad

ready been in contact about
accessing the collection.
“I’ve already had individ
uals contacting me about the
collection, and the fact that it
contains both relatively com
mon titles and scarcer works
makes it very useful for re
searchers to have the materi
als available in one place,”
Beasecker said.
Gleaves added aside from
drawing
in
international
scholars, GVSU’s own seri
ous researchers and World
War II buffs can benefit from
the library’s newest addition,
which hosts both serious in
telligence papers and more
light-hearted documents such
as a title that aims at teaching
spies how to play poker.
“On the other hand we
might have somebody that’s
a Harvard researcher come
in and look at our resources,
they might write a book or
an article based on it, but
the archive at the Hauen
stein center will be cited”
Whitney said. “Grand Valley
will be cited for quality and
its contribution to expand
ing knowledge. It builds our
cache, our esteem among
scholars.”
news@ lanthorn .corn

continued from page A1

affordable experience.
“There are wonderful semesterabroad options that are quite afford
able,” Schaub said. “The semesterin-India is a great program that is
significantly cheaper than a semester
here on the Allendale campus, but
many (traditional) destinations costs
more than GVSU.”
With the high cost of tradition
al study abroad locations, like the
United Kingdom, Australia and Italy,
some students turn toward more un
usual or non-traditional locations for
their international experience.
Despite the fact that the majority
of GVSU students study in tradition

al locations, China has consistently
been the fourth most popular destina
tion for GVSU study abroaders, said
Meaghann Myers-Smith, PIC study
abroad adviser. The PIC advisers see
more and more students study in loca
tions like Egypt, Jordan, India, Thai
land and South Korea.
“Although many students find
comfort in sticking to the traditional
destinations, 1 think some students
may be considering the importance of
gaining experience in non-traditional
study abroad destinations,” MyersSmith said. “The top three emerging
economies right now are China, India
and Brazil - all non-traditional des
tinations that are extraordinarily im
portant and influential.”
Both Myers-Smith and Schaub

stressed the importance of the global
perspective that study abroad gives
students. Contemporary American
students will develop a greater aware
ness of the diverse parts of the world
by studying abroad, experience valu
able both in the workplace and to the
U.S.
“Having students with a clearer
idea of the world and other cultures
and the importance of seeing issues
from a range of perspectives makes
the learning environment better for
all,” Schaub said. “Likewise, having
more Americans with international
experience strengthens out nation,
our democracy, because they are more
informed citizens.”
mwaite@lanthorn.com

GVL / Rachel Dwyer
Your future in another country: J. Ortiz-Estevez (middle) teaches Maggie Overbeek (left) and Kyle O-Brien (right) about the study abroad program.
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lion to $2(X) million,” said James
Moyer, assistant vice president
for Facilities Planning. “Each re
quest is considered important in
the particular context of the insti
tution. For the student who can
not register for a required class
and is obligated to spend another
year at the university, this is im
portant.”
McLogan said the offices for
the campus would provide ad
ditional capacity for science and
health professions programs,
which are in increasingly high
demand throughout West Michi
gan’s growing medical fields.
Moyer added the current lack
of space prohibits students from
timely access to certain classes
essential to degree completion
requirements, ultimately trans
lating into additional semesters
spent earning their degrees.
“We have faculty that are not
afforded an office, other instanc
es where faculty cannot continue
their pursuit of knowledge that
would benefit the instructional
mission,” Moyer said. “The pro
posed building will help alleviate
these situations.”
Moyer said with constant
news and scrutiny surrounding
the need for a better-educated
workforce comes the need for
more capacity in producing that

workforce.
“GVSU is one of several in
stitutions that were founded for
that very purpose,” Moyer said.
“GVSU also has the responsibil
ity to provide the facilities and
faculty to make sure that the stu
dent receives the requested edu
cation in the shortest amount of
time. For the student and parents
paying the costs of education,
four years is an easier task than
six years.”
The bill is essential to
GVSU’s construction project,
which has a project total cost of
$55 million. Although unlikely,
provided the bill does not pass
through Senate, Moyer said the
university would have to resub
mit the project through the next
budgeting cycle and continue to
seek suite support.
Moyer added the university
hopes the governor will sign bill
and the project will ultimately be
funded.
“The reality is we're still
under the bond-cap that the leg
islature has used in good times
and in bad times, so I certainly
undersUind the point of view that
this is not a good expenditure of
taxpayer money,” Kuipers said.
“However, I would counter that
these projects are necessary if we
want our universities to maintain
their status as some of the best in
the country.”
news® lanthorn com
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In Kevin VanAntwerpen's column m
the Dec 2 issue of the Lanthorn, it was
mistakenly reported that Howell High
School teacher Jay McDowell is openly
gay That is incorrect
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University top producer of Fulbright scholars
Chronicle of Higher Education recognizes GVSU's contribution to international educational exchange program
batical, transportation, language
and literacy barriers as well as
the extreme poverty of the area
all presented challenges.
“What I have learned and ac
complished is now part of who
I am,” she said. “The focus of
my scholarship is envisioning
peace. I will encourage my stu
dents to live to the whole being
- mind, body and heart - and be
receptive to learning.”
Kurthen and Stabler have
yet to begin their research. Sta
bler will take a sabbatical next
semester to research how the
Transatlantic Slave Trade is
taught in Ghanaian schools.
Kurthen plans to work for a
think tank in Berlin during the
spring and summer.
“Bob Smart in CSCE has
really aided our department in
helping make research more of
a priority through funding,” Sta
bler said, “llie funds each de
partment member receives each
year to aid their own research is
quite helpful. Also, the fact that
GVSU supports sabbaticals is
very important to not only at
tract faculty, but also allow the
GVSU name to spread beyond
the state of Michigan and even
the United States.”
Kurthen, whose research

By Samantha Butcher
GVL Assistant News Editor

1
Registration opens for
Assessment Conference
GVSU's first university-wide
Assessment Conference will
be held Jan. 7 at the Eberhard
Center.
Trudy Banta, a professor of
higher education at Indiana
University-Purdue University
Indianapolis, will be the
keynote speaker. With the
theme "Effective Assessment:
Practicing Excellence, Excellent
Practice," the conference
will showcase assessment
practices throughout the
university.
Registration is free for all
faculty, staff and and students.
To register, visit www.gvsu.
edu/seminar and click on
Teaching and Learning."
The conference will begin
at 9 a.m. with a continental
breakfast. More information
is available at www.gvsu.edu/
ftlc.

The Chronicle of Higher
Education recently recognized
Grand Valley State University
as a top producer of Fulbright
grant recipients.
The Fulbright Program
awards more than 7,500 new
grants each year for individu
als demonstrating “academic
merit and leadership potential”
to participate in the educational
exchange program, according
to the Council for International
Exchange of Scholars. Hermann
Kurthen, associate professor
of sociology; Scott Stabler, as
sistant professor of history; and
Susan Carson, associate profes
sor of education, each received
Fulbright grants in the 20102011 school year.
“Professors Susan Carson,
Hermann Kurthen and Scott
Stabler are outstanding teach
ers who are passionate educa
tors and prolific researchers,”
said Robert Smart, executive
director of the Center of Schol
arly and Creative Excellence at
GVSU. “Their work will enrich
the academic experience of our
students and will strengthen the

Courtesy Photo / Susan Carson
Scholar honor: Education professor Susan Carson (left) stands at a school
in Nepal. She spent the past four months Lucknow, India.

bridge between Grand Valley
and other nations and cultures.”
Carson, who will today com
plete her four-month fellow
ship, said the experience was
invaluable. Carson researched
the principles and practices of
caring communities, specifi

cally focusing on their integra
tion in pre-service education
and the role of women in public
spheres.
While abroad, Carson taught
at Lucknow University in India
and set up a traditional Indian
household. Throughout her sab

will focus on post-war GermanAmerican relations, said he
hopes his experiences abroad
will allow him to better impact
the university through course
development and lectures.
“I believe these contribu
tions are valuable because pre
paring our students for the 21st
century requires that we as fac
ulty, departments and colleges
are incorporating new global
and transnational developments
in our research and teaching, en
couraging personal interaction
between cultures and getting a
better understanding of other
societies,” Kurthen said.
Amanda Cuevas, director of
the Office of Fellowships, said
faculty research and travel has
a positive impact on the univer
sity and its students.
“As a top producer of Ful
bright Scholars, GVSU is devel
oping a growing network of Ful
bright faculty scholars to whom
prospective student scholars can
seek advice and guidance,” she
said. “It is a testament to the
outstanding scholarship that is
conducted by our faculty and
subsequently students on our
campus.”
assistantnews@ lanthorn xxm

GV professor, students develop Shop Social app
'Healthy Choices' program
offers incentives

By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern

Health and Wellness has
unveiled a new incentive
program aimed at increasing
participation in the Know
Your Numbers campaign and
achieving a goal of being the
healthiest campus in Michigan.
The "Healthy Choices"
program is designed to
encourage and support
healthy lifestyles for faculty
and staff members and their
families through outreach
and participation in yearlong
programming and events.
To participate, faculty
and staff members must
undergo the clinical health risk
assessment during the Know
Your Numbers campaign,
which will run from Jan. 17
to 28. Participants will track
quarterly wellness activities
online at www.umr.com.
Participants who complete
all components will be eligible
to win four quarterly prize
drawings of $100 and will
enter an annual drawing for
two $1,500 prizes.
To register for Know Your
Numbers online, go to www.
gvsu.edu/healthwellness and
click on "Know Your Numbers."

One hour graphic design
exhibit today
An experimental project
by graphic design senior
students in Grand Valley State
University's Department of Art
& Design will provide a bit of
whimsy as the semester ends.
The work includes
typographic messages
involving performances only
visible through the university's
webcams (www.gvsu.edu/
webcams) that will only air
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. The Laker Mobile
phone application on android
and Apple devices will also
allow viewer access.
The temporary exhibit will
only last one hour.
The assignment required
that materials of the work
be non-invasive to the
surroundings and the piece to
last only for one hour.
Many of the students are
graduating seniors who have
planned messages of joy with
typographic installations using
a variety of mediums.
UWIVWSmrbook store

As Christmas nears, a new
iPhone application has been
developed to make shopping a
little more accessible.
The app, called Shop
Social, was developed in the
Grand Valley State University
Mobile
Applications
and
Services Lab, which creates
apps for the iPhone. Android
and other mobile devices under
the supervision of professor
Jonathan Engelsma.
Shop Social lets users scan
Universal Prxxiuct Codes to see
reviews, videos and prices for
given products. Social media
has also been integrated into
the app — once a product has
been scanned, users can upload
the information to Facebook to
let friends know what they buy.
YouTube and Flickr are also
integrated into the app.
Shop Social has a badge
system to reward its users.
When users do certain things,
such as scanning their first item,
they will earn a badge.
Engelsma said he has been
toying with the concept behind
the app for some time.
“It’s an idea I’ve had for a
long time in various forms and
we started with a really simple
idea,” he said.
The process to create Shop
Social began in January 2010.
Engelsma and his team started
out with brainstorming, and

before the app went public, the
team let their friends and family
give it a try to gauge response.
During the creation of Shop
Social, Joseph Roth, student
researcher at the MASL, said
he worked on the servers for the
project.
“I worked mainly on the
server side of things,” he said.
“There are two clients, one for
Android and one for iPhone,
and they communicate with a
server that is using Google Apps
Engine. So I was heading up
writing up the code for Google
Apps Engine and defining the
interface.”
When Shop Social was ready
to be launched, it was stealthily
released on the Android to
get some data and to see how
people would respond to the
app. In November, Shop Social
was released on the iPhone and
was refreshed on the Android.
Alejo Montoya, who was
chosen to work with the MASL
due to his experience working
with the iPhone, said he has

heard positive reactions so far.
“So far I haven’t heard of any
comments from tiny users other
than from my friends that are
using the applications, and they
like it,” he said. “We keep track
of the total number of scans and
the total number of users and
we are getting more and more
users.”
Shop Social is just one
example of what smart phones
are going to be able to do in the
future, Engelsma said.
“When we go into stores
today, we usually don’t go
online when we’re in the store,
but I think we will in the future,”
he said. “We’re going to check
if there are any coupons for that
product that we are going to buy.
We are going to check to see if
that product is appropriate for
me or for whoever I’m buying
it for.”
More information about the
app and how to download it is
available at masl.cis.gvsu.edu/
shopsocial.
news® lanthorn t om

GVL / Eric Coulter
Super shopper: Shop Social is one app recently created at GVSU.
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Islam on campus provides positive message
Muslim Student Association, professors work to dispel negative stereotypes surrounding Islamic society
By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer

GRAND VAUEY STATE UNIVERSITY

Though Islam is not the
most-commonly practiced
religion among students at
Grand Valley State Uni
versity, different groups on
campus do their best to in
clude the faith in everyday
life.
Several Christian faithbased organizations exist on
campus, such as InterVarsity,
Campus Crusade for Christ
(Cru), His House Christian
Fellowship and Young Life.
Still, many students and fac
ulty members on campus
practice Islam despite the
vast influence of Christian
ity on campus.
The Muslim Student As
sociation, which has more
than 100 members at GVSU,
actively works to spread the
true message of Islam and
counter negative stereotypes
that exist in the media.
Sebastian Maisel, profes
sor of Arabic and Middle
East Studies and adviser to
the MSA, said the organiza
tion’s main goal is to follow
the articles of faith, the five
main pillars of Islam.
“That is what MSA is try
ing to accomplish here at
GVSU,” Maisel said. “Mus
lim students are engaged in
many activities to enhance
our society - fighting hunger
and homelessness, encour
aging coexistence, strength
ening ties between students
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and the community and rais
ing awareness about prob
lems on campus and in our
society.”
The MSA also actively
works to combat the nega
tive stereotypes that conser
vative pundits and isolated
incidents of terrorism have
burdened Muslims with,
such as discrimination, ha
rassment and the threat of
potential violence.
“Personally, I have seen
discrimination against Mus
lims at airports, in public
life and of course in the
media and public opinion,”
Maisel said. “Education and
outreach, collectively by
the MSA and other organi
zations, is a way to combat
that.”
In facing that discrimina
tion first-hand by always be
ing subjected to re-checks at
airports, senior Maariya Hu
sain said she meets adver
sity when traveling abroad
and within the United States
with a positive outlook.
“I remind myself, espep
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daily at Grand Valley, that
I represent Islam,” Husain
said. “Individuals that have
never met someone of Is
lamic faith before meeting
me will look to me as a rep
resentation. It’s really hard
to be in a country in which
your religion is represented
incorrectly, but I have to
make it a goal to represent
it in every positive way pos
sible.”
The daily prayer life of
Muslims is busy as all adult
Sunni Muslims are required
to perform five prayers
per day, preceded by ritual
cleansing or purification of
the body. The Fajr, Zohr,
Asr, Maghreb and Isha are
offered throughout the day
at dawn, around noon, dur
ing mid-afternoon, at sun
set and once the sky has
darkened, respectively. The
prayers must be made in
the direction of the Ka’aba,
which is currently in Mecca,
Saudi Arabia.
For Husain, who attends
MSA meetings when she can
and is also a resident assis
tant for the Niemeyer West
living center, the prayer regi
men is occasionally difficult
for a busy college student.
“It has been difficult at
times,” she said. “I try to
schedule my classes so that
I have a break, but even that
can be difficult.”
Her position as a resident
assistant, however, has al
lowed Husain to promote Is
lam as a peaceful religion to

Courtesy Photo / GV Now
Religious education: Sebastian Maisel, advisor to the MSA, gives a presentation titled "Islam 10T last February.

curious residents, something
she said she has enjoyed.
“I have had a couple resi
dents who have been curious
or wanted to learn about Is
lam ask me about my reli
gion,” she said. “They have
all been very respectful and
amazing.”
Islam does not have a
religious hierarchy, so each
individual Muslim is free
to answer what Islam’s true
message is. Ultimately, the
majority of Muslims follow
the same several core prin
ciples, Maisel said.
“Love the one God, love
and support your neighbor
and follow the articles of
faith,” he said.
Mariya Chakir, a GVSU
Arabic professor, said Is
lam’s message blends prayer
with beneficial and kind ac
tions.
“Islam emphasizes on
monotheism and enjoins

the submission to the will
of God, and it urges every
one to follow the exemplary
life of Mohammad,” Chakir
said. “Tolerance, passion,
forgiveness and respect of
others are very important.”
The fundamental princi
ples of Islam and Christian
ity are more alike than they
are different. Both religions
stress a connection with one
God, living positive, giving
lives and being respectful to
ward others.
For Husain, these things
have been fundamental in
shaping her identity and how
other students see her.
“The meaning of Islam is
different to every individual
that you ask, but to me, Is
lam guides me on how to live
every aspect of my life,” she
said. “It teaches me how to
be respectful, be giving and
connect with Allah.”
dwolff@ lanthorn .com
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The meaning
of Islam is
different to every
individual you
ask, but to me,
Islam guides me
on how to live
every aspect
of my life. It
teaches me how
to be respectful,
be giving and
connect with
Allah.,/
-Maariya Husain
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Strength in self-sufficiency
i

Though recent opinions from state
representatives seem to indicate more cuts
in higher education in the future, Grand
Valley State University has proven it can
be successful without the state’s aid.
f

I

Following the barely-passed bill granting $969 million for construction
projects at universities and colleges across the state. Republicans said a more
conservative budget will soon be enacted when their party gains the majority
in January.
The construction package was approved Friday, though many voiced
;concems over approving this type of spending in light of the predicted $15
;billion deficit facing the state in the 2012 fiscal year. The bill passed through
the Senate 25-7 before barely making it through the House due to strong
Republican opposition.
. That $15 billion deficit is a serious deterrent to approving large spending
projects, especially as the state government closed for six days in 2009 to save
money and only eliminated a $484 million deficit for the 2011 fiscal year by
using more than $1 billion in one-time federal assistance, according to the
Associated Press.
While setting the 2012 budget will not take place until October 2011,
citizens should still take an active role now in petitioning their representatives
about their priorities in an effort to protect those areas from potential cuts. This
is especially true for anyone who benefits from Michigan’s higher education
system, which has been an easy target for cuts and reduced budgets in recent
years.
The reservations in passing this most recent construction bill meant to benefit
state schools shows this trend likely to continue in the next fiscal year. No one
knows the monetary neglect of the state government better than Grand Valley
State University as the university has received the least per-student funding of
all state schools for several years despite its growing student body.
Though balancing the state budget, especially in the current economic
climate where Michigan still boasts the second highest seasonally-adjusted
unemployment rate, poses a difficult task and comments from the Republican
Party foreshadow more potential cuts in higher education spending, GVSU
should not be alarmed. We will carry on.
As previously mentioned, GVSU has received the least amount of state
funding in per-student appropriations for several years, currently receiving
$2,742 less per student than the state average. However, through a successful
strategic plan, efforts toward sustainable buildings and other partnerships,
GVSU has continued to offer a quality education experience and expand the
campus with numerous construction projects every year to accommodate its
ever-growing student body, all while maintaining the fifth-lowest percentage
of increase tuition of the 15 state universities.
This is an accomplishment truly worth applauding and is one that should
give the GVSU community confidence in the future wellbeing of the university,
with or without state support. The state's continued lack of support for higher
education is truly a shame, yet its schools and universities continue to be a
prime target for cutbacks. In a struggling state, cultivating a successful future
workforce is one of the most important things in which to invest. In an interview
with President Thomas J. Haas at the beginning of the 2010-11 academic year,
he said, “With the uncertainties, we need to anticipate, adapt and maybe lead
some of the changes that are going to be prompted by what is happening around
us. But I still want to maintain the stability and the quality of services that the
students have come to expect at Grand Valley.”
It is this type of attitude embodied in the university's administration that has
made GVSU as successful as it is today. It would definitely be easier on the
university and its students if the state offered more support, but thus far that is
not the reality in Michigan. As the newly-elected state officials take office in
January and bring with them a level of uncertainty, GVSU can tike comfort in
its track record of self-sufficiency up to this point.
The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University
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What do you think the advantages are
to studying abroad?

"Gaining a more
broad perspective
on diversity, which,
1 will have you
know, is one of the
key goals of GVSU."
*

Victoria Westman
Junior
English Literature
Novi, Mich.

"To learn a new
culture and to
meet people from
a different country.
I'm studying
English here, so
for me 1 will take
experience."

"You get to
experience
different cultures
• everyone should
at least once in
their lifetime, go
abroad and see the
difference in how
people live."

"It makes you
appreciate what
you have here."

"1 think the
most important
thing about
studying abroad
is to experience
different kinds of
people, ways of
life, practices and
beliefs."

Alaa Oraif
Graduate student
English at ELS
Ksa, Saudi Arabia

Denis Slogar
Senior
Pre-dinical lab
sciences
Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Pejman
Kordbacheh
Junior
BMS
Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Michael Zervos
Senior
Film and Video
Novi, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Stay active and pop bubble wrap

Thanksgiving has
been over for a couple of
weeks, and my dietary
schedule has finally
reached its homeostasis
again. However, the next
holiday season is right
around the comer — just
in case every single televi
sion commercial in the
past month hadn’t tipped
you off yet — and regard
less of your religious or
spiritual affiliation, you
will probably eat way too
much.
If, however, you plan
to fast during the holidays,
this column can still apply
to you.
This is because getting
into shape is important
for anybody, regardless of
food intake. A person who

No: 75%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Have you ever used the Like-a-Little
website?

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY ■
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
l^anthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints arid offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an empkryee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each
• ♦

♦

♦ ♦ ♦

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley 1 .anthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

because obesity has
nothing to do with the
issue. People should be
comfortable with their
appearances, and if they
aren't, that's why we have
television shows such as
“Bridalplasty.” I implore
you to look it up because
I'm still unsure whether
or not this is Ashton
Kutcher's greatest episode
of “Punk’d” ever.
No, instead of worry
ing about physical appear
ance, one should rather fo
cus on how they feel. And
while lounging around my
apartment for days at a
time and re-watching the
entire “Arrested Devel
opment” series is a nice
stress reliever, at the end
of it I always feel a tinge
of regret that I’m doing
nothing with my life.
On the contrary, the
situation is quite the op
posite after spending only
20 minutes at the gym. I
leave pained and regret
ful. but at the end of it I

always applaud myself on
actually doing something
with my life.
Yes, 20 minutes is a
very short time to work
out for people in the
“active" category, but I
am very busy and have
the muscle capacity of a
walking stick.
In the time of year
when depression is at its
highest, self-confidence
is incredibly important.
Since no one can motivate
you all the time, you
sometimes have to take
it upon yourself to set
the plan in motion and
get some exercise in,
even if it’s only jogging
a couple of times a week.
Releasing endorphins
through physical activity
(or popping bubble wrap,
according to Wikipedia) is
a grekt way to get through
the mid-winter blues,
especially after consum
ing half of a turkey.

cslattery@ lanthom jcom

It's time to limit our oil dependency

Are you going to complete 50 hours of
service by April l?

Yes: 25%

hasn't eaten in three days
will have less carbs to
bum than one stuffed with
stuffing, but a person full
of turkey will have less
motivation to move than
one who isn’t.
Regardless, fitness
is important, and while
I myself am not in peak
form (or at least what you
can tell from the picture
on my byline), I still
understand the need for
physical activity.
I won't bombard you
with obesity statistics
(30.6 percent in America)
because they don’t re
ally mean much to an
individual. I won't bring
up the fact that America
is the most overweight
nation in the world by a
significant margin because
most people know that
already. And I refuse to
mention the irony that we
are beating the country of
Hungary in the “Who is
more obese” category.
Mostly, I say this

Oil is everywhere.
Even outside the Gulf of
Mexico, it’s everywhere
one looks. It powers
planes, trains and cars,
it’s in the plastics that
make water bottles and
computers, and it heats
buildings and keeps the
lights on at night. Oil
also bends our arms
backwards, forcing us to
bend to its will.
Due to the myriad
uses we have found for
the liquid leftovers of
dead dinosaurs, it has
become hard to reduce
our consumption of it.
Although reducing our
appetite for oil will
be difficult due to the
diversity of applications
it has, this undertaking
is a necessary one.
Considering 72 percent
of crude oil is used

\

to refine gasoline,
diesel fuel and jet
fuel, according to the
Department of Energy,
the use of oil as a
fuel will be the main
concern of this writing.
JP Morgan-Chase
estimates that by the
end of 2012, prices for
crude oil will reach
$ 120/barrel, close to
the 2008 highs of $140
when gasoline topped
$4/gallon. As many will
remember, gas stations
did not bring warm and
fuzzy feelings to many
Americans in 2008,
and many believe the
oil price spike that year
kick-started the ensuing
recession. With this
forecast, it becomes in
our individual economic
interest to reduce our oil
consumption as much
as possible so as to
insulate ourselves from
volatile oil prices.
On a national level,
it becomes wise to limit
our use of oil for two
reasons.
First, to lessen the

\

future competition
for resources we will
inevitably encounter
with rising economies
like China, Brazil,
and India. As these
countries develop, their
use of things derived
from oil will increase,
raising prices and
forcing America to pay
more for fuel, plastics,
and other goods.
Secondly, 40
percent of our oil
is imported from
countries belonging
to the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries. OPEC's
strategy going forward
is to deliberately limit
global oil production so
prices will remain high
indefinitely. According
to bloomberg.com,
OPEC does not plan to
increase oil production
unless prices climb
above $ 100/barrel.
This type of activity,
if performed in the
U.S., would be in direct
violation of anti-trust
and price-fixing laws. In

i

addition to the unsavory
economic tactics
practiced by OPEC,
many member countries
such as Saudi Arabia
and Iran do not grant
full rights to women,
while others do not hold
meaningful elections for
heads of state.
International politics
aside, the decision
to limit the use of oil
as a fuel should be
an obvious one. It
simply makes sense
to take steps now to
save ourselves from a
problem that is certainly
going to impede our
progress as a people and
as a nation in the future
if nothing is done.

editorial@ lanthorn .com
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GVSU women's soccer bids farewell
GV SPORTS

to dominant graduating class
//

By Greg Monahan

It was unbelievable

GVL Senior Reporter

Swimmer earns weekly
GLIAC award________
Grand Valley State University
junior Aaron Beebe was chosen as
the GLIAC's Swimmer of the Week
Tuesday for his performance in the
Calvin Winter Invitational during the
weekend.
The Grand Haven, Mich, native
took first in two individual events,
played a role in two first-place relay
teams and qualified for nationals in
three other time trial events.
Beebe set school records in the
100-yard butterfly (4835 seconds),
the 200-yard butterfly (1:47.42) and
the 500-yard freestyle (43031)

Baltes named Coach of
the Year
The U3. Track and Field and
Cross Country Coaches Association
honored Grand Valley State
University cross country head coach
Jerry Baltes as the 2010 National
Women's Coach of the Year Tuesday.
In his 12th season at the team's
helm, Baltes led the women's cross
country team to its first NCAA
Division II National Championship
Saturday in Louisville, Ky.
The Lakers also claimed a
lOth-straight NCAA Midwest
Region Championship and a 10th
consecutive GLIAC title during the
season.

3

With an 87-3-7 record during
their four years at Grand Valley State
University and just one loss in the last
two seasons, the GVSU womens
soccer team said goodbye to another
wildly successful senior class.
Jaleen Dingledine, Kylee Merino,
Erika Pitroff, Kristen Eible and Jenna
Wenglinski finished off their GVSU
careers with back-to-back National
Championships Saturday, and the five
will graduate with the best record of any
senior class in GVSU women’s soccer
history.
“Honestly, I couldn’t have asked for
anything more,” said Eible. a midfielder
and starter since 2007. “It has been an
incredible four years, and since we were
freshmen, every class above us was the
most successful class for Grand Valley
soccer. This year, it was our turn, and
hopefully for the younger girls, they'll
continue to keep wining, and they’ll
become the most successful class.”
With four GLIAC championships in
their four years at G VSU, the fi ve seniors
helped extend the Laker conference
championship streak to six.
“It shows how focused we were
throughout the season and how hard we
worked game by game," Eible said. “It
doesn't matter if it’s a GLIAC game or
out of conference or if we’re playing
for a national championship, we try and
come out and play our best every single
game.”
Likely the highlight of the senior
class’ tenure at GVSU was this year’s
NCAA tournament when the Lakers
shut out each opponent and scored a
NCAA record 17 tournament goals in
5 games.
“We were so proud. It was
unbelievable that we were able to hold
opponents to zero goals, and the girls

that we were able to
hold opponents to
zero goals, and the
girls up top were able
to score so many... it
was a perfect way to
go out/7 •
-Jenna Wenglinski

Senior defender
up top were able to score so many,”
said defender Jenna Wenglinski. “We
worked really hard for it all year, and it
was a prefect way to go out.”
The seniors lost just one conference
game — a 1 -0 overtime loss to Northern
Michigan University on Sept. 19. After
that loss, the team gave up only two
goals and went 17-0-1.
“The loss to Northern this season
really tuned this team into who we
became,” Eible said. “It made us come
together and figure a lot of stuff out and
who we are as a group and reevaluate
ourselves as players and teammates.
We definitely came out stronger as
teammates after that.”
The good news for the Lakers is
the team will return plenty of talent,
including goalkeeper Chelsea Parise,
who tied an NCAA record this year with
17 shutouts, and leading scorer Kayla
Addison.
However, GVSU head coach Dave
Dilanni said he knows the senior leaders
will be tough to replace.
“Jenna Wenglinski came in as a
walk-on and has been a mainstay on
the back line in the last three years,” he
said. “Kylee Merino is aiguably our best

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Winning legacy: An emotional women's soccer team hoists the NCAA National
Championship trophy after shutting out each playoff opponent in the 2010 tournament.
The senior class has only lost three games in four years.

defender, Erika Pitroff was probably
play ing her best soccer as this tournament
continued. Kristen Eible has a lot of
heart and is going to be very missed,
and Jaleen Dingledine, you could argue.

has had the best last two years with our
program. They’re all going to be missed
as both soccer players and people within
our program .”
gmonahan@ lanthorn rom

131 Showdown tickets
still available

Tickets are still available for
the 131 Showdown, a basketball
doubleheader to be played at Van
Andel Arena against Ferris State
University on Jan. 29.
The women's team will tip off
at 6 pm followed by the men at 8
pm It is the first meeting between
the schools at a neutral site during
the regular season.
Tickets for the games can be
purchased by calling 800-745-3000
or online through Ticketmaster.
GVSU students can obtain tickets
for $5. For non-students, the cost is
$15 for a lower-bowl ticket or $10
for upper-bowl seats. Cotirtside
seats are $50 each and must be
purchased in pairs through the
GVSU ticket office at 616-331 -3200.

4

Storrs awarded weekly
conference honors

GVL / Rane Martin
Bring it on: Louie the Laker leads the crowd in 'spirit fingers” during free throws at the home game Monday against Olivet College. More than 800 fans turned out for the game.

The GLIAC named Grand Valley
State University men's basketball
player Alvin Storrs the conference's
North Division Player of the Week
Monday.
The junior guard averaged 18
points, 5.5 rebounds and 4.5 assists
in victories over conference foes
Ohio Dominican University and
Tiffin University last week.
Storrs is averaging 10.6 points
per game this season and shooting
57.1 percent from behind the
3-point line.

EEKLY
GAMES

■ Today
6 p.m.: M. Basketball at Northwood
8 p.m.: W. Basketball at Northwood

■ Saturday
6. p.m^ W. Basketball at Lewis

■ Sunday
10 am: Wrestling at Mott
Community College Quad

Basketball looks to fan support during toughest stretch
No. 16 men's team depends on crowd, pep band to help Lakers to home-game victories
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer

Ambience is one of the things that
makes live sports exciting. Whether it
be a historic stadium or rambunctious
crowd, sometimes factors outside the
game itself make the events fun.
For the members of Grand Valley
State University men’s basketball
team, crowd interaction not only
inspires their play on the court but
also makes the games a must-attend
attraction for students.
“We try to pride ourselves on
bringing the energy, but when the
crowd is there it’s definitely a lot
easier,” said junior guard Alvin Storrs.
“You have that fanfare and crazy stuff
going on in the stands. I think that just
fires up everybody.”
The fans’ impact is felt by everyone.
Atmosphere created by the fans is an
important aspect of the game; it is a
playful insult after an opposing player’s

mistake or the cheers that come with a
thunderous dunk by the home team.
“Our game is all about momentum
and energy,” said head coach Ric
Wesley. “When your players feel that
support, hear that cheering and see
those bodies in the stands, it inspires
you and gets your adrenaline to help
you play your best.”
The No. 16 Lakers have had
support from many different outlets
eariy this season. Along with the cheer
and dance teams, the pep band makes
regular appearances at home games.
With their music and taunts of the
opposing team, they create a fun and
always interesting soundtrack to the
game.
“We know we’re fortunate here.”
Wesley said. “We’ve got a tremendous
pep band, and our dance squad and
cheerleaders work really, really, hard
to create a great environment.”
Despite the support both the men’s
and the women’s basketball teams
receive from those groups, there is

a lack of a true student section. With
an average home attendance of 1XXX)
fans for men’s games so far this
season, students have not made their
presence felt in the stands. Most can be
seen sitting instead of up and yelling
exuberantly similarly to the band.
GVSU senior Peter Pougnet, an
avid fan of the basketball teams, is
attempting to build a student section
dedicated to cheering on a nightly
basis.
“Our basketball teams deserve a
student section that is comparable to
the big schools,” Pougnet said. “As
students at GVSU, we are privileged
to have such strong athletic teams,
and we should attend the games and
support them, no matter if we are
winning by one point or 30.”
Starting next semester, Pougnet
plans on passing out flyers with
organized cheers and chants during
games. He hopes his effort, combined
with student participation, will help
enhance fans’experiences at games.

“Cheering for our school and
fellow students is most important,” he
said. “A high-quality student section,
when loud enough, can carry teams
to victory. When everyone is jumping
and yelling together, it will make
Fieldhouse Arena very hard to play
in.”
With seven home games left in the
regular season, the Lakers will look to
their crowd to help push them through
the GLIAC season. If the team’s 5-0
home record is a sign of strength, the
incorporation of Pougnet’s student
section could push the team to new
heights at home.
“If you get a little fatigued and you
hear that crowd roaring you really
forget about being tired,” Storrs said,
“It’s beneficial to me personally, and I
think having a good crowd definitely
benefits our team. We really appreciate
it.”
hjredericksen @ lanthorn com
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Coach's dose-up: Janel Burgess
Burgess creates family atmosphere for women's basketball team
By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer

There is a reason the Grand
Valley State University women’s
basketball team is undefeated
through its first six games of the
2010-11 season.
In her fourth season at the
helm of the program, GVSU
head coach Janel Burgess
preaches a family atmosphere
that draws the players closer
together. The 34-year-old coach
also hosted a team Thanksgiving
party and plans on getting
everyone together for Christmas
as well.
“(Coach Burgess) is a
motherly figure with a great
basketball intelligence,” said
senior forward Kara Crawford.
“She’s a really good role model
and overall a really good
person.”
For Burgess, basketball has
played a key role in her life
since a fourth grade gym class.
The Millersburg, Iowa native
was a four-year starter at Iowa
State University, where she was
twice elected to the All-Big
12 team and led the Cyclones
to two NCAA Tournament
appearances. After graduating
with a bachelor’s degree in
elementary education, Burgess
went on to coaching jobs at the

Winter Intramural
Sports Information

University of Maine, Michigan
State University, Missouri State
University and Northern Illinois
University.
Since coming to GVSU
in 2007, Burgess has led the
program to a 54-32 overall
record through her first three
seasons.
“We are very excited and
pleased to have (Burgess) as our
leader for women’s basketball,”
said Director of Athletics Ttm
Selgo. “She and her staff have
worked very hard to produce
the results they have earned.”
Citing her former coach
at Iowa State, Bill Findley, as
well as current Duke women’s
basketball coach Joanne P.
McCallie and GVSU men’s
basketball coach Ric Wesley as
mentors, Burgess said she has
embraced a family system and
compassionate attitude amongst
her pupils and coaching staff.
“Coaching is coaching the
game of life, if not the X’s and
O’s,” she said. “All of us who
work hard need to know our
kids to be the best we can be.
We love Grand Valley, love our
kids and love the community.”
Senior guard Elizabeth
Van Tiffin said Burgess has
maintained a fun, caring
atmosphere both on and off the
court.

GVL Sports Editor

Entry Deadline: March 18
Fee: $ 10 per person ($15 day
of meet)

Racquetball
Entry Deadline: Jan. 21
Fee: $5

Billiards
Date: Jan. 23
Fee: $5

Table Tennis
Entry Deadline: Jan. 21
Fee: $5

Bowling
Dates: Feb. 3, Feb. 10, Feb. 17,
Feb. 24
Fee: $6 per person per week

during a past Laker game. The Lakers are off to an undefeated 6-0 start and will face Northwood University tonight.

personality - everything really
clicked. Just showing me that
she made that drive and her
passion for the game was really
important.”
Burgess’ passion on the

court and compassion off has
invigorated a talented squad by
creating a trusting relationship
between everyone involved.
“She’s got a quirky sense
of humor and can be a comic

relief,” Van Tiffin said. “She can
also be very animated, and you
can see her passion when we’re
playing.”
dwolff® lanthorn com

Intramural sports head Into winter schedule after about2,500 students participate in fall season
By Cody Eding

Indoor Track and Field
Meet

GVL Archive
Family talk: GVSU head women's basketball coach Janel Burgess (right) talks to GVSU guard Jasmine Padin (left)

TUI things point upward'for intramurals after fall semester

5-on-5 Basketball
Entry Deadline: Jan. 14
Fee: $45 per team

“She’s a great coach and a
great leader, but an even greater
person who’s more focused on
the personal aspect ” Van Tiffin
said. “She’s always invited us
over and opened up her house to
us and serves as our mom away
from home.”
Burgess’
philosophy
emphasizes the student in
student-athlete and focuses on
the growth and development of
her team at a personal level.
“The most rewarding part
of my job is watching the girls
grow as students and young
athletes at GVSU,” she said.
“They overcome challenges
together and have a love for
each other as well as a family
attitude that has helped them
continue to grow.”
For Crawford, Burgess’
arrival at GVSU meant the start
of something good. After being
recruited by a coaching staff that
would be gone by the start of
her senior season in high school,
Crawford was not sure if GVSU
was the right place for her, but
Burgess made the extra effort to
convince Crawford to become a
member of the Lakers.
“It was really nice because
she wasn’t even the one who
had recruited me,” Crawford
said. “She came to some of my
games and I really liked her

Increased participation from
students and the approval for
new facilities highlighted a suc
cessful fall season for the Grand
Valley State University intra
mural program.
John Rosick, assistant direc
tor of intramurals, said the fall
semester was good for the pro
gram on all fronts.
“We’re very pleased with
how the semester went, both
participation-wise and sports
manship-wise,” he said. “It’s
been one of the smoother se
mesters that I’ve been involved
with since I started seven-and-ahalf years ago.”
The semester marked the
first time a housing competition
was added alongside the athletic
contests for the program. Rosick
said the new wrinkle, which al

lowed housing communities to
accrue points for performances
in different sports, helped con
tribute to an overall increase
in participation across many
sports. He estimated about
2,500 students were involved in
all of the different sports offered
throughout the semester.
“We pushed about a 1,000
participants alone in soccer,
which was amazing consider
ing we only have two fields to
run off of,” he added.
The new turf soccer fields
located by Laker Village and
new championship t-shirts in
troduced by the program also
went over well, Rosick said.
Senior Matt Sundberg par
ticipated in intramural golf,
soccer, football and basketball
during the fall and has partici
pated in many intramural sports
throughout his four years at
GVSU. This year, he won his
first intramural championships

as teams he was a part of took
first place in men’s class A flag
football and co-ed class C bas
ketball.
“Intramurals was a lot of
fun,” he said. “It’s good to go
out and play for those kids who
don’t play varsity sports here ...
The whole program is a great
thing for Grand Valley.”
Intramurals received news
in November that an $8.3 mil
lion field expansion and renova
tion project had been approved
by the university’s board of
trustees. Rosick said the fields,
which will be completed during
the summer of 2011, will great
ly benefit the program.
“That’s going to benefit our
selves, club and varsity athlet
ics,” he said. “We’re really look
ing forward to that, and we’re
starting all the design phase and
things like that. We’re looking
forward to that coming onboard
in August.”

With the other construction,
such as the new library, under
taken by GVSU, Rosick said he
was thankful for the university’s
support of intramurals.
“This has been something
that we’ve kind of been talking
about for about a good year and
a half now,” he added. “Eventu
ally, all the stars aligned, and it
happened.”
Rosick said he hopes the
winter semester will prove to
be as successful as the fall. The
housing competition will con
tinue with the Kistler-Copeland
community holding a com
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manding lead, and a new in
tramural indoor track and field
meet will be held March 30.
Participation surveys were
e-mailed to students who com
peted in fall intramural sports
Tuesday. The surveys will al
low for the program to get more
feedback on its offerings, Ros
ick said. Winter sports registra
tion deadlines begin Jan. 14.
“Registration (for the winter
semester) is now open, and we
look forward to another great
semester,” he said.
sports@ lanthorn com
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Dodgeball
Entry Deadline: Feb. 11
Fee: $10 per team
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5-on-5 Indoor Soccer

wise and

Entry Deadline: Jan. 14
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6-on-6 Volleyball
Entry Deadline: Feb. 25

Assistant Director of
Intramurals

Fee: $40 per team

Arena Flag Football
Entry Deadline: March 4
Fee: $30 per team

GVL Archive
Simple pleasure: Students prepare for an intramural soccer game.

4-on-4 Floor Hockey
Entry Deadline: March 18

ONLINE BOOK KEEPERS
or ACCOUNT REP.

Fee: $30 per team

Badminton
Date: March 20
Fee: $5

NEEDED ASAP1
Earn $200 per duty,
registration free.

Kickball
Entry Deadline: April 1
Fee: $20 per team
More

information:

www.

Contact: ffbryant11@gmail.com
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Every lawyer must pass the bar.
Ours go on to raise it.
WAYNE STATE
I INIVF RQITY
^
Law school

Wayne Law, a Best Value Law School, offers
students a strong and comprehensive
legal education in Michigan's historic,
economic and cultural center. Detroit's
vibrant legal market provides students

with direct access to internship and employment opportunities
Heat Induded • Cablo Ready
Dishwasher* ElevatorGarbage
Intercom System • Laundry FaclIKU
Mini / Vart. Blinds • Nawac
Pat Friendly • Smoke Datactors
24hr Emergency Main.
Additional Storage Available

at state and federal courts, government offices, multinational
corporations, unions and major law firms. It's no wonder Wayne
Law alumni continue to lead the way in the annual Michigan
Super Lawyers and Rising Stars rankings.
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GVL Nicole LamsOn
Road warriors: GVSU fans cheer on the women's soccer team in Louisville, Ky„ as the Lakers made a run for a second-consecutive NCAA National Championship.
I

I
GVL / Nicole Lamson

The print is soon gone, but the words forever fly free

Sisterhood: The Women's Center held a Women's Athletic Reception
Wednesday to recognize the women's fall sports teams.

2 Bedroom /1 Rath Apartment
632 W- Briton Street • $85Qfmooth
2nd floor. Beautifully renovated, spacious apartment which
includes following amenities: High ceilings, hardwood floors, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, washer & dryer, cential air, security entrances,
and off street parking. Apartment is within one block of university
with incredible view of downtown GR.

As I embarked upon my
final piece as a Lanthorn sports
writer, 1 could not help but
become nostalgic. My years at
Grand Valley State University

Contact gill Jones to arrange to see apartment:

616-291-8W5
Best American, Mediterranean,
<S Indian Cuisine
3900 Lake Michigan Drive, Grand Rapids, Ml 49534
(Next to Blockbuster)

616.791.6660 I 616.791.6659 FAX

WITH VALID GVSU I.D.
FOR STUDENTS & STAFF

have been nothing short of
enjoyable. A month ago, I
began thinking what my last
words would say. I wanted to
illustrate my most memorable
moment, but that is not easy to
accomplish when pinpointing
my favorite day as a fan of the
Lakers is not even easy.
1 have covered almost every
sport, interviewed dozens of
athletes and called countless
coaches. I have written
deadline stories that were in
print only a few short hours
later and taken long road trips
just so I could remind another
school’s students what loyalty
means. I have even leaked
inside stories about the football
program before Athletics could
make a press release (if you’re
reading this, Mr. Selgo, please
accept my apology). But none
of these moments, as great as
they were, made the final cut.
As sports writers, we tend
to erase the humanity from the
world of competitive sports and
harshly prognosticate and pick
apart athletes as if they were
cattle on the butchering block.
Yet, nothing humanizes the

athletes quite like emotion.
Once, a female athlete
called me for an interview
while riding the team bus
back to Allendale. The
athlete had just endured a
heartbreaking tournament loss
that simultaneously ended the
team’s season and her career
at GVSU. Shortly into our
conversation, her voice began
to break and she could hold
back no longer. That night, she
reminded me of what it means
to pour out one’s heart and
soul, only to come up short.
On another occasion, a
classroom discussion with a
male athlete transformed from
a friendly conversation to a
priceless connection within
the student-athlete. The point
is that even in college, even at
the Division II level, we sports
fans sometimes forget that
these student-athletes are just
that: students. Like us.
Saturday,
when
the
graduating members reflect
on their time at GVSU, some
will say the moment when
they felt their strongest school
pride was when they sacrificed

a day to help clean up the
grounds. Others will mention
a particularly wild party or
maybe even an inspirational
speaker, but not me. Me, my
school pride comes from
the young men and women
who gave me reason to cheer
every time they stepped on the
field. No matter where 1 may
find myself in 10 years, my
allegiance will not falter.
The great golfer Ben Hogan
famously said, “As you walk
down the fairway of life you
must smell the roses, for you
only get to play one round.”
Although I am nowhere near
teeing off for the final time,
the coaches, student-athletes
and staff writers have made
GVSU
a
sweet-smelling
course. From the heart. I thank
each and every one of you.
And 10 years from now,
when someone asks me if I
am a Laker, the answer will be
resounding.
Hell, yeah.
ckalleward@ lanthorn .com
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GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Senior leadership: A member of the men's swimming and diving team participates in a race. The team finished fourth at last year's NCAA National Championship meet and, led by the senior class, will look to finish higher in this year's meet.

Boyce looks to small senior class to lead teams
Nine seniors sit at forefront, play instrumental role in success of swimming, diving teams
classes worked around
all
the
practice
and
GVL Staff Writer
meet times,” said Justin
Pattermann,
a
senior
In
their
quest
to
mechanical
engineering
repeat top-10 finishes at-,,
nationals. Grand Valley major. **Ifc 'Was reatlly
tricky for me to follow
State University’s men’s
the
curriculum laid out for
and women’s swim teams
engineering
and compete
are led by a small and tightin a sport all four years.”
knit group of seniors.
The senior group said
Only
five
women
Boyce,
who coaches both
and four men make up
the
men’s
and women’s
the senior class on each
teams, was there for them
respective teams, but their
when it came to help in and
contributions in and out of
out
of the pool.
the pool have been a major
“We are all really close
part of their team’s success
with (Boyce). We can joke
this year, said GVSU head
with him. We come to
coach Andy Boyce.
practice and we have fun,”
“(The seniors) stepped
said senior Erin Lynch.
up into a leadership role
“He
understands
our
and really welcomed the
school schedules and that
large freshmen class,” he
the classroom comes first
said. “We have a lot of
and not just swimming,
them who look up to those
so he makes sure we have
seniors and have aspirations
time for that.”
of going to nationals this
Boyce said what stood
year as well.”
out most to him about
During the past four
the senior class was the
years,
the
swimming
group’s work ethic, even
program at GVSU has
as
underclassmen.
He
experienced a rise to
noted the athletes’ level of
prominence on a national
improvement since coming
level thanks in port to the
out of high school. He
contributions of the seniors
said even those who were
in and out of the pool.
not the best as freshmen
“The level ofcompetition
have worked their way to
here has changed quite
successful careers.
a bit since our freshmen
“They come in and they
year,” said senior Jordan
Schrotenboer.
“It’s
basically not the same team
it was when we came here.
The level of competition
is just a lot higher than it
was.”
The seniors said they
have not found it easy to
compete at such a high
level and balance a class
load at the same time.
“It’s mostly scheduling
and trying to get all my

By Jon Adamy

put their time in. They’re
hard workers and they come
in and push themselves in
practice every day as well
as other team members,”
Boyce said.“They’ve done
that since their freshman
year.”
The work ethic provided
by
the
senior
class
throughout their four years
helped propel them to top10 finishes for both the
men and the women at the
NCAA Championships last
season.
“Being up on the podium
at nationals and holding
that fourth place trophy last
year, that was a really great
feeling,” Pattermann said.
“So I’m looking forward to
it again this year.”
The teams share more
than just memories from
competition because they
rarely part from each other
even outside of the pool.
“I think our team is
like a family,” Boyce said.
“They all get along well,
and they do a lot of things
together, and they have a
lot of fun together in and
out of the pool.”
Lynch said the group’s
support of each other helps
them make it through meets
and practices. Even though
the men’s and women’s

teams
are
technically
separate, the seniors are
still close with each other
across
their respective
teams.
“We’re definitely very
close. We practice together,
we hang out together, we’re
in classes together. We
really don’t get away from
each other too much,” said
senior Kim Baughman.
“Pretty much the only
thing that really differs is
that we don’t score points
for each other.”
Boyce said the senior
group has made a name for
themselves, and many of
the freshmen on the team
want to be where the senior
class is someday.
“Some of them have
been in nationals - this
would be their fourth time
going,” Boyce said. “Last
year's senior group and
this year’s senior group
have really started to make
a name for themselves
at the national level, and
they just keep on getting
better.”

//

They're hard workers and they
come in and push themselves in
practice every day/7
GVSU head coach

-Andy Boyce
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WAYNE STATE
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ENS
BEST OF 2010 TO
Arcade Fire

NO.

NO.

Kanye West

Girl Talk

2010 was big year for music for
a lot of names in the industry. We
saw the rise, fall and rise of Kanye
West, Eminem finally stopped
talking about killing his mom and
got off drugs, and plenty of little
fish became big fish.
Still, 2010 saw many festival
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By Tom Hardy
& Donald Zepeda
The Whale DJ

One of indie’s greatest
success stories, The Arcade
Fire grew quickly after their
2006 release, “Funeral.” This
past year saw the group’s
music featured in movies, and
the band has been nominated
for a Grammy for your most
loved album of 2010, “The
Suburbs.” Singer/songwriter
Win Butler fits well into Bruce
Springsteen’s shoes and fills
them with a gang of string
arrangements and resentment
toward a sheltered childhood,
and he dashes it all with some
French-Canadian flavor.
“The Suburbs” shows a
departure in sound for the
band ... In “Ready to Start,”
Butler is clearly defiant in his
refusal to assimilate...
Continuing on “Half-Light
II” against a distorted, Dylanesque chord progression, the
resentment continues, but in a
detached voice, looking back
at his former home ...
Within the confines of
'
the quadruple-side record,
the Arcade Fire presents its
listeners with a heartbreaking
portrayal of growing up.
More than an hour later
comes the album’s shining
moment and the crown jewel
in the band's repertoire.
“Sprawl II” is the riskiest
attempt at progression the
Arcade Fire has put on
record, and the experiment
is an overwhelming success.
Accordionist/vocal i st
Regine Chassagne belts out
a tale of forced restraint and
desperation. She’s trapped
in the monolithic suburban
prison, and it only fuels her
desire to become something
bigger. There isn’t a happy
ending here, but “The
Suburbs” clearly illustrates the
innate desire to dream despite
the obstacles of the real world.

Black Keys
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Gorillaz

headliners produce albums that ri
valed their acclaimed debuts. Case
in point; the Arcade Fire, whose
“The Suburbs” not only topped the
GVSU list of best albums of the
year, but also managed to snag a
Grammy nomination and several
other awards along the way.
So here you have it — GVSU,
you voted, so here are the top five
albums of 2010 according to you.

After layering
controversies, tormenting
Taylor Swift and Geoige Bush
and destroying his public
image, what could Kanye
West do to cause even more of
an uproar? Create the perfect
album. And as much as it
pains most of us to say, he
came pretty close.
“My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy” combines
Kanye’s token arrogance and
his undying perseverance
to achieve top-dog status.
Although Kanye’s genius
shines though on this album, it
would be nothing without the
seemingly mish-mashed list
of guest artists. Jay-Z, West’s
collaborator on the album,
Kid Cudi, John Legend, Nicki
Minaj and Bon Iver’s Justin
Vernon make appearances.
The album begins as a
fairytale unveiled by Nicki
Minaj, a frequent contributor
to the album. She sets the
stage, capturing and throwing
us into a foreign land of
Kanye's control. The first
three songs, “Dark Fantasy,”
“Gorgeous" and “Power,” start
to unfold Kanye’s stories of
twisted fantasy and his nottoo-positive feelings of fame
and stardom. Plain and simple,
they are beautiful with basic
beats paired perfectly with rich
lyrics and just the right amount
of dark wackiness...
The only minor infraction
is Chris Rock’s attempt at
comedic relief in “Blame
Game,” which just ends
strangely and uncomfortably,
completely in contrast to the
rest of the song.
Kanye West doesn’t just
create futile music, useless
except for partying. He pumps
emotion and explodes his
innermost thoughts onto his
canvas. “My Beautiful and
Dark Twisted Fantasy” is
proof that Kanye West has and
will continue to change the
genre of Hip Hop as we know
it. Welcome back, Kanye.

Gregg Gillis returned to the
playlists of off-campus parties
everywhere a few weeks ago
with his fifth mash-up album,
“All Day.” To those unfamiliar,
Gillis has been crafting his
career around the works of
others by using popular rap
songs mixed in with classic
rock jams. It sounds simplistic,
but the final product results in
instant dance-offs. All of the
raunchiness and swagger of the
rap songs remains intact, and
backdrops from such stars as
Bruce Springsteen and Black
Sabbath add depth to satisf y
any music fan.
This is the beauty of a Girl
Talk album - there is something
for everybody. You can “Get Ur
Freak On” while bopping to the
blitzkrieg of Tire Ramones. “All
Day,” in particular, serves as
Gillis’ defining reinterpretation
of popular music throughout
the past 50 years. At any (and
often,every) given minute of
the album, you’ll find a smile
across your face at the genius of
the intricate positioning of each
sample.
A criticism of Girl Talk
and other mash-up artists is
that, well, not a single note
is self-produced. And this is
true - Gillis uses 372 samples
of various chart smashes in
order to create his own brand
of sugar-sweet party music.
However, he released it for
free, sheltering him from any
threats of lawsuits regarding
royalties. Sure, the spring tour
is already sold out, but that’s
beside the point. If you can get
over the unabashed profanity
use, you will find beauty in
“All Day.” You can dance to the
whole thing, and there will be
moments where you recognize
every sample. And yes, French
Indie poppers Phoenix and
Ludacris combined is amazing.

Damon Albam’s Gorillaz
project, which first debuted
at the turn of the millennium
amidst the ashes of Blur, was
always something of a mystical
endeavor... Lately, Albam has
demystified the act but amped
up the intensity.
“Plastic Beach” is Gorillaz’
most hip-hop oriented album
yet, and it hosts a Hall of Fame
roster of special guests from
Lou Reed and Snoop Dogg to
Albam crony Bobby Womack.
Similar to the Laker Bowls at
Fresh Foods, it’s unsure if the
combination of eveiything you
love will make sense blended
into one. Luckily, this album is
perfection and could have been
made by no one else.
“Plastic Beach” takes
elements from the band’s
previous work and adds a
conceptual element to the
mix. Everything here elicits
imagery of the sea and of a
quick,easy, plastic lifestyle albeit a sometimes despondent
one. This despondency is not
so much of a downer as it is a
part of bringing you into the
world of the plastic beach.
The flicker of hope found in
the warm synthesized hums of
“Melancholy Hill” infer that the
pebbles and stones hold secrets.
However, cheeky rap bangers
such as “Sweepstakes” and
the fast-food-jingle-on-uppers
single “Superfast Jellyfish”
show that gloom and doom
isn’t something to dwell on, but
rather to come to terms with to
party to your greatest potential.
No other album released
this year snatches the listener
from the doldrums of everyday
life as “Plastic Beach." The
excellently communicated state
of catharsis the album illustrates
... cements it as an obvious gem
from 2010.

The name of
this album is
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By Sean Francis
The Whale DJ

If it pleases the court, we
posit that despite the lack
of traditionalists nowadays,
the blues is still not a lost
art. Exhibit A: the Black
Keys sixth studio album,
“Brothers.”
Here, the duo from
Akron, Ohio, take the
lessons learned from their
last album’s producer,
Gnarls Barkley and Broken
Bells maestro Danger
Mouse, and expand their
sonic palette to include
everything from bass to
harpsichord to choir to
organs.
In this way, they
manage to squeeze every
incarnation of the genre
throughout each of the
album’s 15 tracks. We
have the Gospel opener
“Everlasting Light,” the
psychedelic “I’m Not
The One,” the shuffling
“Howling For You,” the
cover of Jerry Butler’s
ballad “Never Gonna Give
You Up,” the swamp-funk
of “Sinister Kid” and the
trippy Pink Floyd country
of “These Days.” That’s
all without mentioning the
whistling single “Tighten
Up” or its entertaining
breakthough video. And
when you have all of the
above, who really needs to?
... That a two-piece blues
band is able to keep things
fresh and expand while
retaining the staples of their
sound is an impressive feat
and proof that the blues
is still alive and Well. Just
see one of their concerts,
such as this year’s set at
Lollapalooza, and it will
become clear that this case
shall remain closed for
quite some time.

see LANTHORN.COM
to view an extended version
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Student radio seeks university media integration
Advisor, student program director optimistic
about media convergence in 2011
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor

Len O’Kelly became advisor to Grand Valley State
University’s student-run radio station, WCKS the Whale, at
the beginning of the academic year — it is his first advising
position after having been on-air in different markets for 23
years, and already he and his staff have begun woilc on several
digital media innovations that should be ready as early as
January 2011.
“Promotionally, we’re looking to reach more of the GVSU
community through events and programming,” he said.
“I’m also teaching a special topics class in the broadcasting
department, CBR 380, ‘Introduction to Radio,’ and those
students will become part of The Whale staff, receiving handson training.”
O’Kelly said he was glad to see that participation was way
up from the Winter 2010 semester. Since then, the Whale staff
has worked on the structure of the organization, making it more
similar to a traditional radio station, which should allow for
more people to get involved.

“Student radio represents, to me, unjaded and unbridled
enthusiasm,” O’Kelly said. “After a long time in commercial
radio, you begin to hear over and over again the reasons why
not to do something. In student radio, it’s all about, ‘Why can’t
we do something?’"
The Whale’s student program director Tom Hardy, who has
been a disc jockey since the Fall 2007 semester, said he has
been talking with assistant general manager of WGVU and
GVSU professor Ken Koble, who recently introduced Hardy to
the idea of convergence in the media industry. Hardy said this
concerns,primarily the integration of multiple media outlets
into a conglomerate that benefits all parties.
“You’ll see us working in tandem with the iMnthorn and
GVTV as well as the newly-created Media Advisory Board
with an ultimate goal of connecting the students with the issues
that matter to them - news, the arts and student opinion,” Hardy
said. “2011 will bring many challenges, but I intend for it to be
the biggest year of growth in the station’s history.”
With the current trend in broadcast shifting to availability on
the Internet, Hardy said the Whale and company have already
acknowledged this dichotomy and plan to make sure the Whale
retains its relevance and importance.
arts@ lanthorn jcom

see LANTHORN.COM
to view an extended version.
»MEDIA INTEGRATION

GVL / Eric Coulter
DJ direction: Tom Hardy, program director for The Whale, puts on a record.
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Wanted

Announcements
University Bookstore Book
Buy back. Open exam week
12/13-12/17 starting at
8:30am. Visit ubs.gvsu.edu
to view all book buy back lo
cations^•
Statement Arts announces ‘A
Single Drop of Water’ pho
tography competition. Sub
mit your photo today! Win
ning entries will be exhibited
in New York City! Visit
www.statementarts.org
<http://www.statementarts.or

g>

EMOTIONAL

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Receptionist position avail
able at The Lanthorn. Possi
bility for advancement to
Business Manager/Assistant
Business Manager positions.
Pick up an application in The
Lanthorn office, 0051 Kirkhof
Center. Knowledge of gen
eral office work and business
skills a plus.

Employment

Roommates
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED: subleasing for
Spring/Summer 2011. 393$ a
month
utilities! 4 bedroom
townhouse in Copper Beech,
RIGHT next to bus stop!
Please Contact for more info
biedrons@mail.gvsu.edu
One roommate needed for
January-April 2011 in Copper
Beech. $420/month. Call
(269) 744-1788 for more in
formation.

_______ Services_______
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles
from Campus. 616.895.7300.
www.davidknoesterplc.com
616-895-7300
The Pre-Vet Club is offering
pet sitting services to the
surrounding areas. Contact
gvsuprevetclub@gmail.com
for details. $10/day or $7/day
for multiple days per week.
Come to Secret Nails Salon.
Walk-ins welcome. Located
at 4507 Lake Michigan drive
(next to Applebees). Make an
appointment
today
616-453-4353.
University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the University
Bookstore.
www.ubs.qvsu.edu

Online bookkeeper or ac
count rep needed ASAP.
Earn $200 per duty. Registra
tion free. Contact: ffbryant11@gmail.com

Housing
3-4 bedroom duplex for rent
winter
semester.
Len
586-709-2659
Female Sub leaser needed
from Now-Apr Free Decem
ber rent. Call 616-780-0493.
5 mins from GVSU!
Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
6 Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511________

Now through end of
school year. Country Place
Townhome only $1500,
price negotiable. Call Jor
dan for more details.
Phone: 248-238-9107
Need a subleaser for Winter
in Country Place. Rent is 435
utilities but I am more than
willing to negotiate. Please
contact
me
asap.
anderkam@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a sub-leaser
for winter 2011 semester.
Rent depends on the lease
you want. Im willing to
pay a portion of rent each
month.

STATES

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Zhivago’s
love
5 Touch up
ihe text
9 It should be
square
13 "Don't — itr
18 Act like Etna
20 Birdbrain
21 Garfield's
pal
22 Fragrance
23 Tennessee
cry ol
denial*?
25 "— Shuffle"
(’77 song)
26 Long walks
27 Pleasant
28 Jeroboam
contents
29 Way up
30 Vend
31 Get — (be
successful)
32 Mikita and
Musial
33 Find the
sum
36 Spring
holiday
39 TV's *—
Sharkey"
40 Mature
44 North
Carolina cry
of encour
agement?
47 Seizes
suddenly
51 Join the
leisure
class'7
52 Item lor
37 Down
1

3

2

53 Live on
lettuce
55 Coasted
57 Texas cry of
sympathy?
58 Feel
wretched
59 Wntor Rand
60 Second
Triumvirate
member
62 EMTs skill
64 Everything
65 Dickens
character
66 Yak
69 Pennsyl
vania cry ot
disgust?
73 — Momes,
IA
74 He’ll bend
over
backward
for you
76 Grazing
yrouno
77 Permit
78 Witch
doctor
79 Hoopstors’
org.
80 Exec’s
deg.
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68 Chihuahua
dough
89 Chihuahua
snack
91 Italian port
92 Dwell
93 “Scat!"
95 Illinois cry of
surprise?
97 Sampras
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and Rarter
98 Weeding
tool
100 Duration
102 Chemical
suttix
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106 See
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108 Orient
112 U proar
113 Mr Diamond
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liberal
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120 Thailand,
formerly
121 Michigan
cry of
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Kefauver
123 Cultural grp
124 Nautical
adverb
125 Concluded
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127 Big man on
campus
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129 With 106
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legendary
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timo
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105 Set m
motion
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& Out”
107 Range
rope
109 Actress
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110 Seafood
selection
111 Accent
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directive
114 — con
tendere
115 Summit
116 "The NeverEnding
Story"
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grp
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“Murder. —
Wrote"
66 Huff and
puff
67 Feels sore
68 Impertinent
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70 — grease
71 Indeed
72 Grievance
75 ’’Typoe"
sequel
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80 — Carta
81 Improve
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way
83 Turn right
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The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
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by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.
34
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2010 Fall Arts Celebration closes Monday
GVprofessors reflect on
year's performances
By Rebekah Young
GVL Intern

GVL / Nicole Lamson
Posted prose: Professor Henry Matthews stands outside of displayed art on GVSU's Allendale Campus.

Poetry Project to showcase
student work around campus
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

In a collaborative effort, the first-ever
Grand Valley State University Poetry Proj
ect will place student penned pieces of po
etry in various places around campus.
An effort involving Housing, the De
partment of Writing and the director of
Galleries and Collections at GVSU, the
project will allow various students to have
their work shown as if they had their own
gallery exhibits at several locations around
GVSU’s Allendale Campus.
“It was an idea between Andy Beachnau of Housing and Henry Matthews, the
Director of Galleries and Collections,”
said GVSU Poet-in-Residence Patricia
Clark. “This project is meant to help stu
dents get their pieces read as much as we
humanly can.”
Clark, whose own work has been seen
in various outlets such as The Atlantic
Monthly, Slate and the Seattle Review, said
she hopes to bring a feeling of an art gal
lery showing to these various pieces.
“Projects like this are important because
it gives a public aspect to student writing,”
she said. “It is very much like publication.
It adds a professional touch to writing and
shows students that they might strive for in
the future.”
Clark, along with the three creators,
hope not only to help these students get
their work read, but also to spark a bit of a
competition between students.
“We are currently working out details
to find a way to somehow ‘jury’ the work,”

Clark said. “It would be judged absolutely
anonymously, but the best works should
be, and hopefully will be able to be, re
warded.”
However, this project was not envi
sioned solely for the purpose of creating
competition.
“We want students to have a great ac
cess to all forms of poetry.” said Sean
Prentiss, an assistant writing professor.
“We want them to think about poetry, to
discuss poetry, to question if they like it or
dislike it, to read a line or a stanza while
eating a meal or waiting outside a profes
sor’s office or while waiting for their girl
friend to come back from the gym.”
Prentiss has high hopes for this project.
“The long term idea is to have poems
from students, from faculty, from pub
lished poets scattered across campus,” he
continued. “We might frame a poem. We
might paint a poetry line across a wall. We
might try to etch (or use stickers) a line
of a poem into glass. So far, we have two
pieces of poetry hung on campus, and each
year we hope to add two pieces through
this project.”
Currently there is no timetable for the
project to begin. For more information on
how to get involved with this project, con
tact Henry Matthews’office.
“This is a fantastic project, and I hope
as many people as we can have come out
and show us their work," Clark said. “If
you are a constantly writing poet, or one
who just fancies a few lines here and there,
there is no reason to not submit a piece.”
jbrunsting @ hinthorn rom

Grand Valley State University’s
2010 Fall Arts Celebration came
to a close Monday night with the
music department’s performance
of George Frideric Handel’s “Mes
siah” at the Fountain Street Church
in downtown Grand Rapids.
With the semester winding down
and the fall arts events officially
over, GVSU professors involved
in the festivities reflected on the
purpose at the heart of the Fall Arts
Celebration.
“The university sees this as a
way to showcase the incredible
talent of our own faculty and stu
dents,” said Teri Losey, chair of the
Fall Arts Celebration and GVSU’s
50th Anniversary committee. “It’s
a wonderful way for our students
to leam about the music, art. dance
and poetry offerings at the univer
sity and have an opportunity to see
them.”
This year’s celebration primarily
featured seven key programs, in
cluding a poetry night with Detroit
native Carolyn Forche and GVSU
alum Bob Hicok and an event with
distinguished academic lecturer and
businesswoman Dr. Jill Ker Con
way. Other events during the fall
semester included were also part of
the university’s 50th Anniversary
program schedule.
“It’s been a very exciting year at
Grand Valley, more so than others
in the past,” said Henry Matthews,
Grand Valley State University’s di
rector of Galleries and Collections.
“This year’s Fall Arts Celebration
came and went in a flash. It was
such a crazy time, in a good way.”
Matthews otganized one of the
celebration’s main events, the twopart Multimedia I and Multimedia
II exhibition. Running from late Au
gust to early October, this art show
featured more than 75 new pieces of
work from 28 faculty members in
the Art and Design department and
the School of Communications.
“It’s a way of celebrating who
we are as an institution,” Matthews
said. “Another important part is that

GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Theatrics: Students perform in original production, "The Founding," as part of the Fall
Arts Celebration. The play told the story of GVSU's history.

it connects with the community
around us — Grand Rapids, Hol
land, Muskegon — so people in this
region can become more acquainted
with all we do. The event goes way
beyond just our students and fac
ulty.”
Losey, who has attended all of
the celebration’s main events for
several years running, echoed this
sentiment. She said the celebration
is a way to give back to the universi
ty and community for their support.
The celebration brought guest
speakers and professionals from
diverse fields to share their knowl
edge and experiences with students
and staff.
Shawn Bible, assistant professor
of dance, said the Fall Arts Celebra
tion offers “students, faculty and
staff the chance to intersect with
professional artists from around
the globe. Allowing our students to
interact with professional guest art
ists in collaborative environments
enriches their educational and life
experiences.”
Bible, who worked with stu
dents on the fall production of "Ap
palachian Spring,” expressed great

gratitude and awe that students
of GVSU’s dance program were
granted permission to perform what
he called “one of the greatest mod
em dances in history.”
“It is an arts initiative to bring the
most quality caliber performances
and fine arts to the Grand Valley
community,” he said of the cel
ebration. “It is amazing to witness
the quality of GVSU students and
faculty and to share our successes
with the entire Grand Rapids com
munity.”
Austin Bunn,an assistant writing
professor who served as a writing
supervisor for the student-written,
-directed and -acted production,
“Founding,” said he values the cel
ebration’s focus on the university’s
talent and its goal to keep students at
the center of the experience.
“At a big. busy institution like
Grand Valley, it’s a chance to raise
the bar and look outward, upward
and backwards at how far GVSU
has come," he said. “It’s easy to
think ‘good’ art comes from else
where, but this school has eftotmous
creative resources.”
arts® lanthorn rom
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Open daily at 8:30 a.m.
Visit ubs.gvsu.edu to view
all Book Buy Back locations
and hours of operation.
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CONGRATULATIONS

GRADUATES
Graduates of Fall 2010 have much
to be proud of in time at GVSU
about GVSU’s history, several
students and professors receiving
academic awards and numerous
groups of the student body col
laborating on the production of
the
university LipDub video. The
ongratulations are in
entire
community has spent the
order to the graduat
semester
celebrating the univer
ing class of Fall 2010
sity’s
50th
anniversary, which is
as its students prepare
an
important
milestone as well.
for wherever post-Grand Valley
As the most-recent class of
State University life will take*
GVSU graduates prepares to go
them. Most of the undergraduate
its separate ways, the experiences
class began their time at GVSU
shared at GVSU will continue
in 2006 or 2007, and as the years
to impact how they navigate the
alternated between dragging by
rest of their lives. The graduat
during exam time and flying by
ing class represents a diverse
as projects and extracurricular
group
with varied backgrounds,
activities were completed, much
interests, achievements and goals.
has happened at GVSU during
We leave GVSU to continue our
these past few years.
lives’journey
while knowing
The physical campus looks
future
classes
will
pick up where
much different than it did when
we
left
off
in
university
life.
we first began at GVSU with
As
a
senior
about
to
graduate,
the construction of the Laker
myself;
I
would
like
to
thank
the
Ttirf building, the new Niemeyer
GVSU community for all its done
Learning and Living Center
to shape my life and prepare me
and the Connection as well as
for my future. While the work
several other living centers that
for
classes and all the issues of
opened earlier this year. GVSU
the Lanthom have provided me
has received recognition for its
with invaluable lessons, the most
sustainability efforts, the size of
meaningful
aspects of my time
the student body has continued
at
GVSU
have
been the relation
to grow and the university earned
ships built. I’m so grateful for the
its re-accreditation in 2008. Just
opportunities I’ve had during my
this past semester, GVSU has
time at GVSU, and I would like
had many proud moments with
to again congratulate my fellow
the women’s soccer and cross
seniors on all their contributions
country teams recently winning
that make this university such a
national titles, students writ
great one.
ing and performing an original
editorial ® lanthom £om
production, “The Founding,”
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Andrea Taylor
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PEW CAMPUS
Dow ntown Campus

Andrea,
Congratulations on your
graduation. We are so
proud of you. You are the
best!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Brandi Nicole Waldman
Congrats on a long
road traveled > goal

You are awesome!

accomplished!
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Ben and Boogie

\

Love,
Mom, Dad & Clint
Grandma & Grandpa Hedrick
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Cameron J. Bradfield
4.

Congratulations Cameron on
your graduation! We are so
proud of you and all of your
accomplishments.

COOK CARILLON
CLOCKTOWER

Love,
Mom, Steven, Granny,
Granddad and Linda

Clint Curie
To happy endings and
new beginnings, Con
gratulations! I am so proud
of you! You’re on your way
to making all your dreams
come true

Congratulations, Cody!

Love,
Kim

Thanks for all your hard
work at the Lanthorn this
semester and good luck in
all you do.
-Lanthom Staff
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We are very proud of who

CENTER

you are & what you have

/•Or all .activities

accomplished.
Congratulations on your
graduation from GVSU

•• w

;

Love,
Mom & Dad

Lawler
Courtney,
We are so proud of you!
Congratulations on receiving
your Master of Health
Administration degree from
GVSU!

Darcie,
You have grown up to be
a wonderful person. We
are very proud of you.

Love, .
Mom, Dad, Trade, Charlene,
Ricky, Sarah & Emily

Congratulations.
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Denise A. Lijewski
r

Denise
A

Congradulations on all your
achievements at GVSU. You
have such a better outlook
on life. We are very proud of
you. Happiness always.

r
THE DORMS
Home away from home

Love,
Mom, Dad & David

Gavin S. Baessler
Dear Gavin,
Trust yourself, work hard
and go after your dreams.
You deserve good things
in life. Congratulations we
are so proud of you.

Jenna,
Congratulations GVSU
Graduate! We are so proud
of you! You will be a great
teacher. We wish you all the
best in your future endeav
ors.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Hondo

Love,
Mom and Dad
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Marie Kathleen Lemoine

PEW CAMPUS
Downtown Campus

Marie,

You did it . you did it!
We’re so proud of you!
.........

Love,
Mom & Dad
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Lauren Fitch
Congratulations, Lauren!
You’re a wonderful daugh
ter, beautiful friend and
amazing “Editor-in-Chief”.
We’re all so proud of who
you are and all you’ve ac
complished. God’s plans for
you are awesome.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ryan and Jon

\//t/'*/<,'///' J/vin ///<

^ Leonard LaGarde III
Leonard,
Congratulations. May the
next part of your journey be
as wonderful as the past. We
are so proud of you.
Love,
Stacia, Muwshiy, Zia &
Takeo
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George Merrill
■

Adam,
Congratulations on your
graduation from GVSU! We
are so proud of you. Great
things are ahead for you!

3.. 9
—
9

Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Cameron, Drew,
Kelsey and Grandma

»M*
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CLOCKTOU HR
Hutch the time

_

Michael S. Medonis
Valentina Valdes
Congratulations Valentina!
We are all greatful to have
had the privilege of getting to
know you. You are truly an
amazing and talented
person. We know you will be
successful in whatever you
do. Thx tho...
Lanthom Staff

We are all so very proud of you!!
You worked hard, made difficult
decisions and stayed true to
yourself, still managing to keep
whoever you are around smiling
and entertained. It is our pleasure
and we are blessed to be able to
share this special time with you.
Congratulations Mikey, you so
very much deserve it.
All our love and hopes for the
brightest future future, Your Family
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Christopher D. Rowell
Christopher,

K1RKHOF

Congratulations on this
special day! Your birthday
and graduation all in one!
We are extremely proud of
you and all you have
accomplished.

CENTER
For all artivines
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Love,
Mom, Dad and Steph

v•#

Eric Lee
Daniel J. DeLamielleure
Seems like yesterday when
you were just a little guy!
Now your a fine young man
& we are so proud of you!

A bright future is yours for the
taking! We are so proud of
who you are and all that you
have accomplished. Always
remember that your family
loves you.

Love you always!
Mom & Dad

Love,
Dad, Mom, Jamee, T.J.,
Bryan, Jake, and Lily
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Michael R. Coleman
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THE DORMS

Michael,

Home away from home

Congratulations!! Your
accomplishments at GVSU
are amazing! I wish for you
more success than you ever
dreamed! I am so proud of
you!!
Love,
Mom

Congratulations Robin,
We are Proud of you

Mom, Dad, and Kyle

PEW CAMPUS
Downtown ('ampi is

We are immensely proud of
you and the wonderful
woman you have become.
Congratulations on your
graduation.

LOVE YOU ALWAYS!!!
Mom, Dad, Alan, Lisa & Jill

Congratulations on your
college graduation! We
are so proud of your
achievment and the man
you have become! Keep
growing in all you do.
Love,
Mom,Dad and Family
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History lesson:

•

. •

the Founding which told the story of GVSU..

Julia Nowak

Top racers: The womens varsity crosscountry team (from left to right) Julia Nowak.
Megan Maceratmi, Kylen Cieslak, Monica Kinney, Rebecca Winchester and Katherine
McCarthy gather after winning their national title.
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Eric Coulter
Grand view: Grand Rapids hosts the GVSU Pew Campus among many other attractions for students.
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